Captured Heart (A Garretts Point Novel Book 1)

Captured Heart Savanna Grey Hometown
girl Emma Heart is the sweet, loyal
hometown girl that everybody loves. Born
and raised in Garretts Point, there isnt
anywhere else she would rather be. Even
after college, she came back to her small
town to teach Kindergarten. Always the
eternal optimist, all is right with the world
until it all comes crashing down around
her. Tragedy strikes rocking her strong
foundation of faith and has her coming to
the aide of her best friends seven-year-old
daughter. On the fast track Jack Denton is
on the fast track to partner in his
Richmond, VA law firm. Working
non-stop, he has no time for anything else
but case files. Relationships are not a part
of his vocabulary. He has acquaintances
that he occasionally wines and dines with
the mutual understanding the end result is
meant for nothing more than mere shared
pleasure between two consenting adults.
His orderly, fast-paced life comes to an
abrupt halt at the untimely death of his
sister and her husband, leaving him as the
guardian of his seven-year-old niece,
Olivia. At a crossroad Intending to retrieve
his niece, list his sisters house and hire a
nanny all in a weeks time Jack finds the
tasks much more daunting than he
imagined. His own grief is nothing
compared to that of his niece, and with no
experience on how to handle either, Jack
takes the hand extended by Emma to help
Olivia adjust and prepare for the move to
Richmond. Garretts Point begins to pull
Jack in as the citizens come together to
support their own in a time of need. Jack
doesnt even know who his neighbors are
back in Richmond. Apparently in Garretts
Point, everybody knows your name. With
assistance from the lovely kindergarten
teacher, Jack learns to open his heart and
let Olivia in. The problem is Emma has
found a place in his heart as well. More and
more Jack is finding the thought of leaving
Emma not so pleasant, but he has a career
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plan he cannot put on hold for much
longer, or he risks losing everything he has
worked so hard for. As time runs out, will
Jack choose the path up the corporate
ladder, or will he listen to his captured
heart and choose love? Emma knows he
will never be happy in a small town and
sacrifices her own feelings for the
happiness of his. Jack will have his work
cut out for him if he intends to capture
Heart.

Peach Logic Series Book 1 Stringing Me Along. Stringing Me Along Peach Logic Captured Heart Garretts Point Book
1. She wants neighboring rancher, Garrett ONeill, to marry her seventeen year old daughter. .. Callies Heart is a romance
novel written by author Kathleen Ball.This is the very first Kelly Elliott novel that I have rated with 3 stars its usually 4
.. It was beautiful and stunning, Kelly Elliott once again captured the love . Garrett felt like his heart dropped to the floor
and he was having a very hard time .. My one concern was that in one of the previous books Garrett had mentioned toAs
the series progresses I keep finding more and more story char. Southside Skulls Motorcycle Club (Southside Skulls MC
Romance Book 8) (showing 1-30) .. and a chance encounter when they are at their lowest point might just give them ..
have tears in my eyes after reading this book that went straight to my heart.After meeting Garrett in Sawyer Bennetts
first Cold Fury Hockey book (Alex) I.. This is the second book in the Cold Fury Hockey Series featuring Garrett. I
thought Alexs, book #1, cover was smokin but Im changing my mind and handing the Olivia has cancer and doesnt
want to open her heart when she doesnt knowSoul to Keep is book 2 in the Rented Heart series by Garrett Leigh. . After
loving book 1, Rented Heart, I had extremely high hopes for Jamies story, since theElle Kennedy Next book is Logans :)
Release date TBA! . book therefore, Ill simply end with a quote from the story that captured my feelings .. I kiss each of
my biceps and then point to the ceiling and thank the big man upstairs for cre what I call a perfect new adult novel great
blend of heart fluttering, blood pounding,Amazon shows there are 10 books in this series and I am just wanting to make
sure I .. 4.5 Star Review of Saved (Honor Bound Book 1) by Angel Payne .. Garrett sees Sage and he is afraid, his heart
has been broken for a year. .. Sage captured my interest with her fighting spirit and willingness to count on hope when
itYou Captured My Heart: A Southern Love Story by [Greene-Dowdell, Shani . My Funny Valentine: A Valentine
Novella (Hold On To Me Book 1) Kindle Edition . What a beautiful love story that dealt with Vicki Jae Rutherford and
Mayor Garrett. She can spend several pages being repetitious just to get to the point.Garrett Leigh is definitely one of
my top 5 favorite MM authors. .. subjects Jas photographed, the things that intruiged him and captured his interest. ..
Junkyard Hearts is the 7th book in the multi-authored series, Porthkanneck and the . denial, and rejection to stop the
addiction, at some point, killing me inside slowly.: Finding Home eBook: Garrett Leigh: Kindle Store. Buy now with
1-Click How do you find a home when your heart is in ashes? . Nevertheless, this novel engaged me, held my interest
and the language used was finely . From the very beginning the vividly crafted characters shone and captured me.He
breaks the heart of the woman he loves to keep her safe. with Natasha Garretthis best friends sister and the woman who
means the world to him. (showing 1-30) .. This is the fifth book in the Captured by Love Series and is about Gavin .
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Now hes hoping things are getting to the point were he can get her back.Jessicas said: The hero does run in this book but
at least he had a good and real Falling for Justice Garrett was a high point in Patience McGraws otherwise Even after
he disappeared, Patience never forgot the boy who captured her heart. . I love the Fools Gold series, its one of my
favorite contemporary romanceEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Karen Frances lives in Scotland with her husband
of . Unfortunately for the good story, the too long narrative (it felt like a prattle to me at some point) kept me from
enjoying the reading experience fully.When you read my books, if you dont end it by saying Best Imaginary Friends
EVER! then I Captured Heart (Garretts Point, #1) . Series by Savanna Grey. Read the first Garretts Point novel before
book 2 releases. http:///w/captured-heart-savanna-grey/1119134830?ean= Have you read one of my books but havent
left your review of why you liked it?
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